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Abstract – In distributed database computing transactions, group agreements of all the participating nodes is the crucial task. In such transactions, distributed algorithms are used for solving the problem of consensus. Distributed consensus algorithms are mainly of two types one is used in the case of link failures and second for process failures. For process failures, the algorithms used for solving the consensus problem are stopping, byzantine failures and commit protocols. The 2-phase commits (2-PC) and three-phase commit protocols (3-PC) are distributed algorithms that make all nodes in a distributed system agree to either commit or abort a transaction. The algorithms like FloodSet, EIGStop, EIGByz, PAXOS and E3PC are also used in last few years for solving this problem. This paper presents taxonomy of Distributed Consensus Algorithms. Different types of distributed algorithms for solving consensus problem in distributed database computing transactions are discussed here.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed algorithms cover a wide range of application in distributed computing environment. In which we include telecommunication, distributed information processing, scientific computing and real time process control. Distributed algorithms are designed to run on hardware consisting of many interconnected processors. Distributed algorithms used for distributed computing in which problem of consensus (agreement) arise [12, 16]. For solving the problem of consensus we use the different types of distributed consensus algorithms, because in the distributed computing it is very important to know that whether a particular transaction is to be committed or aborted. For this purpose different types of consensus algorithms are used [3]. The main objective of this paper is to describe the distributed consensus algorithms for solving the problem of consensus in distributed computing. For this purpose distributed consensus algorithms are used. Taxonomy of Distributed consensus algorithms divided into two main parts: Distributed consensus algorithms for link/communication failures and distributed consensus algorithms for process failures [8]. Distributed consensus algorithms for link/communication failures include coordinated attack problems and randomized coordinated attacks problem. In the process failures algorithms for stopping failures, algorithms for byzantine failures and commit protocols are included [6, 17].

2. DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS ALGORITHMS
Distributed Consensus algorithms are used for solving the problem of agreement in the distributed computing. Consensus is a problem while computing in the distributed environment [3, 15].

Consensus: Consensus is the task of getting all processes in a group to agree on some specific value based on the votes of each processes [2, 3]. Some examples where consensus is necessary are as follows.
- a) Deciding to commit or abort for distributed transactions.
- b) Electing a leader (Mutual exclusion).
- c) Distributed, fault-tolerant logging with consistent sequencing.
- d) Synchronizing state machine.

In Distributed Consensus Algorithms two types of models are used.
- a) Timing Model
- b) Failure Model

In the timing model is divided into three parts: Synchronous Model, Asynchronous model and partial synchronous model. For the Synchronous model design of distributed consensus algorithms is easy. But for the asynchronous model it is very complex task to design the distributed consensus algorithms [3, 17]. In the failure model two types of failures included: Link/Communication failures and process failures.
Consensus protocol must satisfy the following for properties.
- a) Termination
- b) Validity
- c) Integrity
- d) Agreement

3. TAXONOMY OF DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS ALGORITHMS
Distributed algorithms used for solving various types of problem. The taxonomy of distributed consensus algorithms are used for solving the agreement problem in the distributed computing. Taxonomy of distributed consensus algorithms shown in figure 1. This figure represents different types of distributed consensus algorithms used for solving the agreement problem. These algorithms are discussed in details in this paper.

3.1 Distributed Consensus algorithms for Link/Communications failures: In this failure model loss of message is accepted. When there are no failures of system components, distributed computing problems are usually easy to solve, using a simple exchange of message. In the link failures we include two types of failures [17].
- a) Coordinated Attack Problem
- b) Randomized Coordinated Attack problem
3.1.1 Coordinated Attack Problem: In coordinated attack problem each process starts with some value of a type. Even though the inputs can be arbitrary all process must output the same value. Process must agree on possible outputs for each pattern of inputs through a validity condition. It is easy to solve in a synchronous network with no failures. In the coordinated attack problem does not solve the problem of agreement satisfactorily.

3.1.2 Randomized Coordinated Attack Problem: In randomized coordinated attack problem is the advanced version of the coordinated attack problem. In the coordinated attack problem does not work properly in the link failures. In the failure model in which the message may be lost, this approach doesn’t work. In fact, there exist no algorithms that always solve the agreement problem properly.

3.2 Distributed Consensus Algorithms for Process Failures: In this failure model we use the synchronous system in which we allow the possibility that a number of processes might fail and the link are reliable—it means that no message loss is accepted. The process failures are further described as follows [15, 17].

a) Stopping failures
b) Commit protocols
c) Byzantine failures

3.2.1 Algorithms for Stopping Failures: In the stopping failures model a process may stop in the middle without warning. At any point of time during the execution of the algorithms simply process may stop. FloodSet and EIGStop algorithms are used for solving the problem of consensus. But the complexity of these algorithms is very high [3, 17].

3.2.2 Commit Protocols: Commit protocols are used in the distributed database transaction for committing the transactions that is, either all the effect of a distributed transaction is persisting or none persisting. The commit protocols used for solving the problem in which no message loss but only process failures is accepted. Commit protocols are types [2, 4, 9].

a) 2-Phase Commit
b) 3-Phase Commit

3.2.2.1 2-Phase Commit: 2-Phase Commit is a blocking protocol. The algorithms used for this protocol may block indefinitely. This means that the other processes competing for the resources locks held by the blocked processes will have to wait for the locks to be released. 2-PC is a blocking protocol is blocking in nature yet it is used in the distributed computing because of low complexity than the 3-PC. Algorithms used for solving the consensus problem take only two rounds [6, 7, 11].
3.2.2.2 3-Phase Commit: In 3-Phase commit is a non-blocking protocol. The algorithms used for this protocol overcome the limitation of the 2-phase commit protocol but it does not work in the segmented network. The main disadvantage of this protocol is that complexity of the algorithms is very high than the 2-phase commit and it is not feasible to implement this in the real world applications. Its cost is very high. Due to the complexity of 3-PC algorithms for solving the consensus problem PAXOS algorithm and E3PC is used [10,13,14]. But both these algorithms provide greater complexity for the implementation. So, we need to optimize the 2-PC and 3-PC, so that these two algorithms can be used for solving the consensus problem in the distributed database transactions [1,2].

3.3 Byzantine Failure: In the Byzantine failures the system may behave in the unpredicted way (crash failures). In byzantine failures the network and computers may behave in unexpected way due to the hardware failures. EIGByz algorithm used for the solving the consensus problem in the process failures [5,17].

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed the various types of distributed consensus algorithms for solving the problem of consensus in the distributed computing and the types of distributed consensus algorithms with their sub-types. vConsensus is a problem of group agreement in the distributed computing in which distributed algorithms are used. For solving the consensus we discuss the FloodSet, EIGStop, EIGByz, 2-Phase Commit Algorithm, 3-Phase Commit algorithm, PAXOS algorithm and E3PC. These all algorithms are used for solving the problem of group agreement. But the implementation of these algorithms is very difficult due to their higher complexity and cost. So, due to this we use the 2-PC yet this is blocking in nature. But 3-PC is very complex to use in the real world applications. So, in this paper we mention the need of optimization of 2-PC and 3-PC so that both can be used in the better way and can be used for the real world application with the low cost and complexity of these algorithms is also reduced.
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